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Translating wellness
research for you.  

Free guide

Wellness Shots are active efforts to optimize your wellness.  



Understanding Burnout 

created by sumana f jeddy | 

Burnout is different from
stress and it is
characterized by 
1) overwhelming 
 emotional exhaustion
2) feelings of cynicism /
depersonalization  and
3) lack of efficacy/
personal
accomplishment.

"In healthcare , there are primary,
secondary and tertiary levels of
disease or illness prevention.
Burnout prevention is better
because burnout recovery could
take weeks, months or years."
Sumana Jeddy
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https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/6992558046144646405?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Identifying Burnout
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The Maslach Burnout
Inventory (MBI) is the
"gold standard" tool
used to measure burnout.
Assessments are
available for medical
professionals, human
service workers,
educators and students.

It is important to understand the
difference between"I am stressed
out"  vs "I am burned out'  vs "I am
meh!. The antidote to languish is
flow described by Adam Grant.
Sumana Jeddy
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https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7005608947948227846?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Get Unstuck 
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Your stress is your body's
reaction when it is in
fight, flight or freeze
mode. When you are
stressed your body
releases hormones like
cortisol and adrenaline.
However, stressors are
activities, events,  that
may cause or trigger
stress.

“The good news is that stress is
not the problem. It’s how we deal
with stress—not what causes it—
that releases the stress,
completes the cycle, and
ultimately, keeps us from burning
out." 
Burnout: The Secret to Unlocking the
Stress Cycle, Emily and Amelia Nagoski
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https://www.burnoutbook.net/
https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7005042975281564934?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Your Burnout is Unique 
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Even if you have high
resiliency, you can still
burnout because the
drivers of your burnout
could be external, such
as work conditions,
relationships workload,
organizational culture, or
internal such as your
personality, lack of social
support, personal values
and characteristics.

“It's time to recognize burnout as
a medical condition. Across
occupations and countries, if
you're burned out, odds are you're
depressed." 
Adam Grant
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https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7007154638747094277?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Untangling Self-Care
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Self-care though helpful,
is not the only
prescription for burnout.
Self-care, is a deliberate
and self-initiated
attempt to take care of
oneself. By identifying the
root cause(s) of your
burnout you can begin to
apply the right strategies
to combat your burnout. 

“On their way into the coal mine,
these birds (canary) are healthy
and thriving. When they come out,
sick and dirty and diseased, they
are telling us something—that we
are in danger if we go back in." 
Dr. Christina Maslach
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https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7003148504575134981?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Rethinking Wellness 
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Rejuvenate personal
wellness (self-care,
self-compassion,
mindset,  perspective
etc.)
Develop sustainable
wellness (single task,  
practice negotiation,  
problem-solving,
learn new skills etc.)
Foster a sense of
belonging
(community,
interpersonal
connectedness etc.)

1.

2.

3.

"Gather scraps of time throughout
the day, decompress. and
optimize frequently. Delete
unnecessary, energy draining
tasks.'
Sumana Jeddy
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https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7004957761779911941?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Time Off or Micro-strategies 
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Communicate by
asking for help.
Focus on the
fundamentals i.e.
food, exercise, sleep. 
Reflect and define
your core values and
principles. 

Your medical team may
prescribe time off. But,
coping, rest ethic and
unlearning bad habits
without time off can help
optimize wellness. Start
small, win big. 

1.

2.

3.

 "To create a new habit, you must
first simplify the behavior. Make it
tiny, even ridiculous. A good tiny
behavior is easy to do — and
fast." 
Dr. BJ Fogg
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https://www.tiktok.com/@sjeddywellness/video/7009062653792406790?lang=en&is_copy_url=0&is_from_webapp=v1&sender_device=pc&sender_web_id=6898797529249744389


Burnout or Something Else?
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For serious mental health
and /or physical health
concerns please seek
medical and/or 
 psychological help
immediately. 
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Want to learn more? 

Then you need to...

Join me on September
29, 2021. I will teach
you evidence-based
strategies to
reconfigure your
wellness. We will have
fun learning new
Wellness Shots. 

Sumana F Jeddy, MPH
Founder and CEO Jeddy Wellness

Jeddy Wellness // Wellness Shots // sjeddywellness // Sumana F Jeddy (MPH)

https://sumanajeddy.com/lifeafterburnout/

